
“Change that emanates from teachers lasts 
until they find a better way.” 

- Roland Barth2011
St. Francis of Assisi 
Catholic School
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WIKI TEACHER 
IN-SERVICE

Technology integration at St. Francis of Assisi Catholic School
“Wow, even though I’m not 
technologically savvy, I found 
a small way to implement a 
wiki into my lessons for 
students to use!”
You may have heard of Wikipedia – one 
of the Internet’s most used information 
database.  Topics from how to make 
cookies to detailed information about the 
formal Japanese Tea Ceremony can be 
found on Wikipedia, a free online 
encyclopedia.  Wikipedia is a 
collaboration effort among individuals who 
post their expert knowledge about a 
certain topic.  

The key to Wikipedia’s success is based 
on the central theme of collaboration.  

Collaboration is a key component in a 
school’s cultural success.  From students, 
parents, teachers, and all shareholders, 
collaboration offers individuals a chance 
to come together for a common purpose.

With this in mind, the teachers of St. 
Francis of Assisi Catholic School value 
collaboration and what it offers with 
regard to student learning.  Hence, on 
Tuesday, October 4, 2011 the faculty 
participated in a wiki in-service.  The goal 
was to help educators find ways to use 
technology, integrate it into the classroom, 
and in turn assist with communication 
among students to increase learning. 

A wiki allows teachers to take group work 
and share information online among 
students and teachers.  The goal of a wiki 
that is used in education is to increase 

creativity, make connections, develop 
interpersonal relations, engage students, 
improve writing, and increase 
metacognition.  Teachers participated in 
the workshop and found ways to integrate 
a wiki into their lessons.  Even those 
teachers who felt that they were “Digital 
Immigrants” found increased potential 
through wiki integration.  Mrs. Fernandez, 
one of our second grade teachers, said, 
“Wow, even though I’m not technologically  
savvy, I found a small way to implement a 
wiki into my lessons for students to use!”

It is through professional development 
opportunities like the wiki in-service that 
educators of St. Francis of Assisi Catholic 
School seek opportunities to bring the 
learning process to the 21st century for 
their students.  

Are you ready to Wiki?


